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Part I 

Introduction to Large Language Models  
(especially, Chat GPT) 



GPT = generative pre-
trained transformer 



What Does Chat-GPT Do?

Chat-GTP is a word 
completion program on 
steroids. 


It picks the next word based 
on reasonable probabilities, 
though it need not pick the 
most likely next word.

pollute 2%

save 3%

suffocate 3%

tables 0.0001%

Complete the following: 


“Plastic bags can…”



One Word at a Time!

Chat-GPT carries 
out its completion 
task one word at a 
time until it hits a 
<stop> token that is 
assigned a 
reasonable 
probability.



One Word at a Time!

Chat-GPT carries 
out its completion 
task one word at a 
time until it hits a 
<stop> token that is 
assigned a 
reasonable 
probability.

Until it reaches <stop>, Chat-
GPT continues its completion 
task using its previous output as 
part of the next input: 


Plastic bags can …


Plastic bags can save …


Plastic bags can save the …



How Does Chat-GPT Learn 
These “Next Word” Probabilities? 

Pr(next word | past words)



This Is a Complicated Task!

What is not going to work 

You cannot sample blocks 
of texts and see how often 
certain words follow others. 


There is not enough text 
around to give you 
probabilities for all possible 
permutations of words.



This Is a Complicated Task!

What is not going to work 

You cannot sample blocks 
of texts and see how often 
certain words follow others. 


There is not enough text 
around to give you 
probabilities for all possible 
permutations of words.

English has 40,000 common 
words. So you’ll have 1.6 
billion probabilities for 2-
word pairings and 6.4 trillion 
probabilities for 3-word 
combinations; and so on. 
There isn’t enough text to 
learn these probabilities.  
Perhaps only 100 billion 
words written exist out 
there…



How Does Chat-GPT Predict the Next Word, Then? 

Transformer architecture 



The 2017 paper 
that proposed 
the transformer 
architecture 




The first step is to transform words 
(the input) into a bunch of numbers 



Word Embeddings

Source: https://miro.medium.com/max/1400/1*sAJdxEsDjsPMioHyzlN3_A.png

Each word is encoded 
into a vector of 
hundred dimensions 
(700 or more; just 7 
dimensions in the 
picture for simplicity).


These multi-
dimensional vectors of 
numbers capture the 
acontextual meaning 
of each word. 




Self-Attention
Each word in the input 
sequence is scored 
against each other word 
to see whether its 
meaning can be 
understood in context. 


The example shows that 
the meaning of “its” is 
connected to “law” and 
“application”




Next step is to train the model on large 
chunks of text to make the right “next 

word” prediction 

This means to make the model learn the 
right function



Neural network: 175 Billion 
weights

Source: What Is ChatGPT Doing … and Why Does It Work?—Stephen Wolfram Writings

https://writings.stephenwolfram.com/2023/02/what-is-chatgpt-doing-and-why-does-it-work/


Minimizing 
Loss 

Source: What Is ChatGPT Doing … and Why Does It Work?—Stephen Wolfram Writings

https://writings.stephenwolfram.com/2023/02/what-is-chatgpt-doing-and-why-does-it-work/


Human Feedback 

Source: https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt



If You Want Learn More, Check This Out



Part II 

A Small Experiment 



`

We gave Chat-GTP one or 
two court opinions to read. 
Chat-GPT 4 has this 
functionality. 


We then asked Chat-GPT 
(non-trivial) questions about 
the court opinions it read.


This is a preliminary 
experiment. We did not 
conduct an extensive study, 
but others could.

Examples of question: 


Did the decision overrule 
an earlier decision on the 
same matter?


How did two rulings differ 
in how they decided a 
case? 


What “legal tests” did the 
court decisions use?



Clarification: the goal of the experiment is to 
see how good (or bad) Chat-GPT is at finding 
reasoning patterns in earlier court opinions. 


We did not ask Chat-GPT to rule about a 
specific question in a case. 



How Did Chat- GPT Do?



Q̀uestion: 


How do the 
cases A and B v. 
Norway and 
Garlsson differ? 
Do they apply 
different tests? 

A and B v. Norway:

• Test Applied: The ECtHR examined 
whether there was a sufficiently close 
connection in substance and in time 
between the administrative and criminal 
penalties. It looked at the 
complementarity of the sanctions, their 
purposes, and the overall proportionality 
and foreseeability within the Norwegian 
legal system.
• Conclusion: The Court found no violation 

of the ne bis in idem principle, as the 
sanctions were part of a cohesive 
system of sanctions and were not 
disproportionate or unforeseeable

Chat- GPT Explains…



Q̀uestion: 


How do the 
cases A and B v. 
Norway and 
Garlsson differ? 
Do they apply 
different tests? 

Garlsson:

• Test Applied: The CJEU assessed whether 
the administrative sanctions and 
subsequent criminal conviction constituted a 
violation of the ne bis in idem principle 
under EU law. It considered whether the 
administrative proceedings and criminal 
conviction were for the same (idem) offence 
and whether the criminal conviction was 
final, effective, proportionate, and 
dissuasive.

• Conclusion: The CJEU concluded that 
Article 50 precludes national legislation that 
allows for both administrative proceedings 
and criminal convictions for the same 
unlawful conduct, provided the criminal 
conviction is final and has punitive effects.

Chat- GPT Explains…



Q̀uestion: 


How do the 
cases A and B v. 
Norway and 
Garlsson differ? 
Do they apply 
different tests? 

Key Differences and Tests:

• Jurisdiction and Legal Framework: The ECtHR 
applies the European Convention on Human Rights, 
whereas the CJEU applies EU law, including the 
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union.
• Legal Context: "A and B v. Norway" involves tax 

penalties and tax fraud, while "Garlsson" deals with 
market manipulation.
• Test for 'Same Offence': The ECtHR's approach 

focuses on the connection between the administrative 
and criminal penalties and their role within the national 
legal system. The CJEU's approach considers the 
finality and punitive nature of the criminal conviction in 
light of EU law.
• Application of the Ne Bis In Idem Principle: The 

ECtHR allows for complementary sanctions within an 
integrated legal system if proportionate and 
foreseeable, whereas the CJEU emphasizes the 
protection against repetition of proceedings that have 
already resulted in a final conviction

Chat- GPT Explains…



Items for discussion

Chat-GPT was able to answer questions (more or less) 
correctly, but are its answers useful for judges?


1. Can a judge use Chat-GPT to identify relevant court 
opinions on a topic without knowing in advance which 
opinions are relevant? 


2. When are we justified in trusting Chat-GPT’s answer if the 
judge does not know the answers already? 


3. Does it work equally well with languages other than English?



Exercise: pick a few court opinions 
that you know well, have Chat-GPT 
read them and then ask questions. 

Did Chat-GPT answer your 
questions correctly?



Part III 

Ethical Questions 



Exploitation

“OpenAI Used 
Kenyan Workers 
on Less Than $2 
Per Hour to Make 
ChatGPT Less 
Toxic” (Time, Jan 
18, 2023)



Toxicity
“Seth Lazar, 
philosopher at 
the Australian 
National 
University 
working on AI 
and Ethics, got 
threatened by a 
natural 
language model 
like Chat GPT 




Authorship

Doctor lets Chat- 
GPT write a letter 
to insurance 
company to justify 
a medical 
procedure using 
unverified 
supporting 
scholarly 
references



What specific ethical 
questions arise if Chat-
GPT is used by judges?


